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Continued monetary policy normalization has by and large been priced out in global
bond markets. The recent negative turn in the U.S. and China trade disputes is just
the latest development in a series of blows to the thesis that the world economy can
continue just humming along, gradually digesting its leverage issues and opening
up space for central banks to hike rates, even if it has to be in a gradual manner.
This scenario is not entirely ruled out, but odds are that the road ahead will be very
bumpy, especially for those more export-oriented economies that depend on trade
openness, low friction in global production networks and healthy business sentiment.
Faced with this level of uncertainty, central bankers have already chosen to err on
the side of being cautious. Caution may imply cutting rates in a preemptive manner,
before it is too late to have to deal with a more adverse economic scenario that
requires deeper rates cuts, but constrained by the lower bound (zero) for interest
rates. The Reserve Bank of New Zealand’s decision to cut its policy rate by 25 bps
to 1.5% in early in May fits this description. Years ago, RBNZ’s latest decision to cut
rates would have been considered highly unusual, given the committee’s assessment
that inflation is currently only “slightly below the mid-point of the inflation target, and
that employment is broadly at the targeted maximum sustainable level”1 . The policy
statement included the now common reference to uncertainty generated by trade
wars. It also referenced the downside risks that protracted trade disputes impose on
New Zealand’s largest trading partners, Australia and China. Committee members
also mentioned slowing household demand, influenced by soft housing prices.
The Reserve Bank of Australia is expected to follow suit, with two rate cuts (50 bps
total) now fully priced over the next six months. The move toward rate cuts is not
exclusive of developed markets. In Malaysia, taking into account subdued headline
and core inflation, and also citing the headwinds brought by trade disputes, Bank
Negara policy committee members decided to cut the policy rate by 25 bps to 3%.
The Bank of Indonesia could be next.
1 Reserve Bank of New Zealand, monetary policy decision statement, May 8 2019.
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Very few central banks are expected to hike rates over the next two years. The Bank of England (BoE) is one of them, with
a (modest) 25 bps hike (to 1%) still fully priced. That may not last very long, given the dismal lack of progress in finding a
framework for an orderly withdrawal from the European Union (EU). The upcoming EU Parliament elections will most likely, and
quite ironically, elect UK representatives that in large part come from the recently formed “Brexit Party” led by Nigel Farage. This
will cement the fear that any exit solution, once it is finally reached, will not be one in which the UK retains close commercial ties
with the EU and also respects the seamless Ireland-Northern Ireland border, whose importance goes well beyond trade.
The market assessment is that policy normalization in the eurozone is pretty much off the table over the next two years. This
is certainly a very dovish scenario, but developments keep piling on in a manner that strengthens the case against a ratesnormalization liftoff. One of the factors is, of course, the risk associated with trade wars. In addition to the direct impact through
the trade channel, the sudden deterioration in U.S.-China trade talks sparked unwinding of euro-funded carry trades. A stronger
(trade-weighted) euro is potentially bad news for eurozone inflation and inflation expectations. Last but not least, the Italian
sovereign debt issue still lingers in the background. This is another topic that could develop in a market-unfriendly manner after
the European Parliament elections. Italian BTPs already price (at least in part) a benign scenario in which Matteo Salvini’s Lega
Party outperforms in the elections, paving the way for the dissolution of the current government and the eventual formation of a
new one, led by business-friendly Lega. But one must recall that one of the pillars of Lega’s growing popularity is a nationalistic
platform where criticism of EU rules takes center stage, particularly those related to fiscal austerity.
Despite no shortage of concerning news that has prompted central bankers to implement increasingly more dovish policy and
communication, credit spreads remain firmly in a much tighter range compared to 2018 wides. Spreads have risen since U.S. and
China trade talks broke down and each side imposed retaliatory tariffs, but so far investors’ reactions display an underlying belief
that ultimately a deal or lasting truce will be reached.
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Source: Bloomberg, based on BAML (US and Eurozone corporate credit spreads) and JP Morgan (EM corporate credit spreads).
Data as of 05/15/2019.
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Source: Bloomberg, based on BAML (US and Eurozone corporate credit spreads) and JP Morgan (EM corporate credit spreads).
Data as of 05/15/2019.
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Total year-to-date returns continue to have been driven largely by credit spread compression. Outperformance in the U.S. dollar
credit curve has been noticeable , with U.S. corporate credit and EM U.S. dollar-denominated bonds posting the largest gains:
Year-to-Date Returns*
Italy - Govt Bonds
Japan - Govt Bonds
US - Asset Backed
Germany - Govt Bonds
Netherlands - Govt Bonds
Canada - Govt Bonds
US - Govt Bonds
US - Mortgages
UK - Govt Bonds
Germany - Corporate Credit
EM Local Currency Bonds
France - Govt Bonds
Ireland - Govt Bonds
UK - Asset Backed
France - Corporate Credit
Spain - Govt Bonds
Belgium - Govt Bonds
Portugal - Govt Bonds
Italy - Corporate Credit
Australia - Govt Bonds
UK - Corporate Credit
US - Corporate Credit
EM Dollar-Denominated Bonds

Returns in Local Currency
Currency Gain/Loss vs USD

-3% -2% -1% 0% 1% 2% 3% 4% 5% 6% 7% 8%
*As of May 15, 2019
Source: Benchmark returns based on JP Morgan EM indices and Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate Index
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